
 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC163158   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss JAYASRI DAS ( Roll Number - 66,              

Student ID - PKC163158 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 22-01-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC163159   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss RAKHI BAR ( Roll Number - 67,              

Student ID - PKC163159 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 22-01-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170087   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss ADITI MAITY ( Roll Number - 78,              

Student ID - PKC170087 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170005   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. ANINDYA SUNDAR DAS ( Roll            

Number - 2, Student ID - PKC170005 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful                 

completion of the Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a             

partial fulfillment of the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170092   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss ANITA MANNA ( Roll Number - 82,              

Student ID - PKC170092 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170022   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. ANSHU PANIGRAHI ( Roll Number -             

19, Student ID - PKC170022 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of                 

the Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment             

of the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170006   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss ANTARA TRIPATHY ( Roll Number -             

3, Student ID - PKC170006 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of                 

the Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment             

of the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170029   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss ANUSHILA DAS ( Roll Number - 26,              

Student ID - PKC170029 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC173405   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss ANUSRI MANDAL ( Roll Number -             

100, Student ID - PKC173405 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion                

of the Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial             

fulfillment of the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170043   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss APARNA PATRA ( Roll Number - 39,              

Student ID - PKC170043 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170068   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss ARCHANA DOLAI ( Roll Number - 60,              

Student ID - PKC170068 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170102   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss ARCHANA PANJA ( Roll Number -             

91, Student ID - PKC170102 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of                 

the Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment             

of the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170017   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss ARPITA DUARY ( Roll Number - 14,              

Student ID - PKC170017 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170048   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss ASHALATA PATRA ( Roll Number -             

47, Student ID - PKC170048 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of                 

the Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment             

of the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170002   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss ASIMA KISKU ( Roll Number - 4,              

Student ID - PKC170002 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170024   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. AVIJIT JANA ( Roll Number - 21,              

Student ID - PKC170024 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170034   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. BAPI SHIT ( Roll Number - 31, Student               

ID - PKC170034 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170056   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss BASANA PANDA BERA ( Roll            

Number - 48, Student ID - PKC170056 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful                 

completion of the Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a             

partial fulfillment of the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170038   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss BIDISHA MAJHI ( Roll Number - 34,              

Student ID - PKC170038 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170059   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. BISWAJIT GHORAI ( Roll Number -             

51, Student ID - PKC170059 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of                 

the Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment             

of the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170070   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss BITHI DAS ( Roll Number - 65,              

Student ID - PKC170070 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit  

Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170008   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. CHAITANYA DAS ( Roll Number - 6,              

Student ID - PKC170008 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170007   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. CHANDAN DAS ( Roll Number - 5,              

Student ID - PKC170007 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170014   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss CHANDANA ADHIKARI ( Roll           

Number - 3, Student ID - PKC170014 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful                 

completion of the Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a             

partial fulfillment of the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170072   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss DEBARATI HANSDA ( Roll Number -             

63, Student ID - PKC170072 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of                 

the Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment             

of the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC173030   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss DEBASRI PANDA ( Roll Number - 96,              

Student ID - PKC173030 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170050   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. DIPAK KR MAJHI ( Roll Number - 46,               

Student ID - PKC170050 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170032   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. DIPANKAR PANDA ( Roll Number -             

29, Student ID - PKC170032 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of                 

the Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment             

of the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170041   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. HIRALAL JANA ( Roll Number - 37,              

Student ID - PKC170041 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170089   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss JAYASHREE DAS ( Roll Number - 79,              

Student ID - PKC170089 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170078   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss JHUMRI GHORAI ( Roll Number -             

75, Student ID - PKC170078 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of                 

the Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment             

of the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170020   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss JUTHIKA MANNA ( Roll Number -             

17, Student ID - PKC170020 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of                 

the Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment             

of the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170086   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss KABITA SHIT ( Roll Number - 76,              

Student ID - PKC170086 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170027   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss KAKALI MAITY ( Roll Number - 24,              

Student ID - PKC170027 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170055   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. KOUSIK JANA ( Roll Number - 43,              

Student ID - PKC170055 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170100   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss LATA PATRA ( Roll Number - 88,              

Student ID - PKC170100 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170023   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss MADHUMITA KAMILYA ( Roll           

Number - 20, Student ID - PKC170023 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful                 

completion of the Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a             

partial fulfillment of the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170037   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss MADHUMITA SHIT ( Roll Number -             

4, Student ID - PKC170037 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of                 

the Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment             

of the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170079   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss MADHUSHREE BERA ( Roll Number            

- 72, Student ID - PKC170079 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion                 

of the Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial             

fulfillment of the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170057   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. MAHADEV PATRA. ( Roll Number -             

49, Student ID - PKC170057 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of                 

the Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment             

of the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170058   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. MALAY SHEET ( Roll Number - 50,              

Student ID - PKC170058 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit  

Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170082   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss MANAMI BHOWMIK ( Roll Number            

- 73, Student ID - PKC170082 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion                 

of the Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial             

fulfillment of the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170031   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss MINAKSHI DASH ( Roll Number - 28,              

Student ID - PKC170031 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170791   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. MIRZA MONAJIR BEG ( Roll Number             

- 93, Student ID - PKC170791 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion                 

of the Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial             

fulfillment of the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170075   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss MONALISHA NANDI ( Roll Number -             

66, Student ID - PKC170075 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of                 

the Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment             

of the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170101   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss MOUMITA DASH ( Roll Number - 89,              

Student ID - PKC170101 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170083   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss MOUMITA MAITY ( Roll Number -             

74, Student ID - PKC170083 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of                 

the Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment             

of the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170097   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss MOUPARNA MAITY ( Roll Number -             

90, Student ID - PKC170097 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of                 

the Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment             

of the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170096   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss NAMITA KUILA ( Roll Number - 86,              

Student ID - PKC170096 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170061   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. NANIGOPAL BAR ( Roll Number - 53,              

Student ID - PKC170061 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170073   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. NIRMAL DAS ( Roll Number - 67,              

Student ID - PKC170073 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170093   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss PARI PRADHAN ( Roll Number - 83,              

Student ID - PKC170093 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170071   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. PRADIP BERA ( Roll Number - 62,              

Student ID - PKC170071 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170047   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. PRADIP SHIT ( Roll Number - 44,              

Student ID - PKC170047 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170004   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. PRANAB PAUL ( Roll Number - 2,              

Student ID - PKC170004 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC173087   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss PRATIKSHA DAS ( Roll Number - 99,              

Student ID - PKC173087 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170021   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss PRIYANKA PANDA ( Roll Number -             

18, Student ID - PKC170021 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of                 

the Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment             

of the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170030   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss PUSPITA BARIK ( Roll Number - 27,              

Student ID - PKC170030 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170036   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. RABINDRANATH DOLAI ( Roll           

Number - 33, Student ID - PKC170036 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful                 

completion of the Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a             

partial fulfillment of the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170001   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. RAJIB OJHA ( Roll Number - 1, Student               

ID - PKC170001 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170012   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. RAJU SHIT ( Roll Number - 10, Student               

ID - PKC170012 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit  

Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170066   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss RITUPARNA JANA ( Roll Number -             

58, Student ID - PKC170066 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of                 

the Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment             

of the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170064   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SABITA RAUT ( Roll Number - 56,              

Student ID - PKC170064 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170011   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. SAIKAT SHIT ( Roll Number - 9,              

Student ID - PKC170011 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170103   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. SAMBHU SHIT ( Roll Number - 92,              

Student ID - PKC170103 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC171679   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SAMIKSHA PAHARI ( Roll Number -             

94, Student ID - PKC171679 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of                 

the Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment             

of the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170033   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. SANDIP SINGHA ( Roll Number - 30,              

Student ID - PKC170033 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170009   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SARASWATI MANNA ( Roll Number            

- 7, Student ID - PKC170009 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of                  

the Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment             

of the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170010   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SARBANI PATRA ( Roll Number - 8,              

Student ID - PKC170010 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170003   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SARITA BERA ( Roll Number - 1,              

Student ID - PKC170003 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170044   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. SASANKA BHUNIA ( Roll Number -             

40, Student ID - PKC170044 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of                 

the Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment             

of the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170035   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SASWATI PRADHAN ( Roll Number            

- 32, Student ID - PKC170035 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion                 

of the Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial             

fulfillment of the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170076   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SATADAL MAL ( Roll Number - 70,              

Student ID - PKC170076 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170067   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SHALINI RAY ( Roll Number - 59,              

Student ID - PKC170067 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170039   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SHIBANI GIRI ( Roll Number - 35,              

Student ID - PKC170039 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170074   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SHILPA DASH ( Roll Number - 64,              

Student ID - PKC170074 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170062   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SHRABANI MAITY ( Roll Number -             

54, Student ID - PKC170062 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of                 

the Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment             

of the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170069   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SIPRA RANA ( Roll Number - 61,              

Student ID - PKC170069 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC173035   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SIULI PAHARI ( Roll Number - 98,              

Student ID - PKC173035 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170042   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SOBHA SAHOO ( Roll Number - 38,              

Student ID - PKC170042 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170098   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SOHINI OJHA ( Roll Number - 87,              

Student ID - PKC170098 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit  

Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170015   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SOMA SHEET ( Roll Number - 12,              

Student ID - PKC170015 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170065   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SOMALI GAYEN ( Roll Number - 57,              

Student ID - PKC170065 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170080   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SONKITA KHANRAH ( Roll Number            

- 68, Student ID - PKC170080 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion                 

of the Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial             

fulfillment of the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170063   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SOUMALI KUNDU ( Roll Number -             

55, Student ID - PKC170063 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of                 

the Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment             

of the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170028   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. SOURAV BHUNIA ( Roll Number - 25,              

Student ID - PKC170028 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170090   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. SOVAN BAR ( Roll Number - 80,              

Student ID - PKC170090 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170085   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SUBHRASMITA MAHAPATRA (          

Roll Number - 77, Student ID - PKC170085 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful                  

completion of the Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a             

partial fulfillment of the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170081   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. SUBRATA MAITY ( Roll Number - 69,              

Student ID - PKC170081 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC173029   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SUDESNA PAHARI ( Roll Number -             

95, Student ID - PKC173029 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of                 

the Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment             

of the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170025   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SUDIP SANTRA ( Roll Number - 22,              

Student ID - PKC170025 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC173032   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SUDIPTA MAL ( Roll Number - 97,              

Student ID - PKC173032 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170091   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. SUMAN MAJHI ( Roll Number - 81,              

Student ID - PKC170091 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170026   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SUMITA JANA ( Roll Number - 23,              

Student ID - PKC170026 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170045   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SUSAMA PRADHAN ( Roll Number -             

41, Student ID - PKC170045 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of                 

the Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment             

of the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170019   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SUSMITA DAS ( Roll Number - 16,              

Student ID - PKC170019 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170094   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SUSMITA DAS ( Roll Number - 84,              

Student ID - PKC170094 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170040   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SUTAPA PATRA ( Roll Number - 36,              

Student ID - PKC170040 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170060   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SWASTIKA DEY ( Roll Number - 52,              

Student ID - PKC170060 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC170018   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SWATI JANA ( Roll Number - 15,              

Student ID - PKC170018 ) , a 3rd semester student of BED, for successful completion of the                 

Internship (Paper-VIIB) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of             

the requirement of the BED for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 28-01-2019 

 Dr. Amit  

Kumar De   

 


